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A DISCUSSION OF NORMALITY.

C LASSIFICATION of disease is a rational attempt to
group relatively characteristic departures from a normal
or average condition of bodily functioninlg. It is a kind

of map in which the more common or regular departures
are marked like arterial roads in red inik. When we have
learned this map we know our way about the pathological
province. But iIn practice our interest is forever seeking out
new cases that are not marked on the map. Bv tracing
fine nuances of similaritv and discriminating more and more
subtle shades of vrariation we have established a pathological
ordnance survey map of so detailed a complexity that onlv a very
few minds can lav claim to a masterv of the whole field. This
diagnostic chart is an amazing achievenment of organised intellect
and with its aid we are able to designate every individual
departure from the norm and decide upon its local or consti-
tutional significance. Nevertheless, like every intellectual
construction, the entire chart is an abstraction. The ultimate
norm which we call the ' state of health ' is an abstraction and
each more or less typical departure from that inorm is nothinr
but a concept abstracted from a niumEber of more or less similar
individual cases. But the individual case bv its very iature cani
iiever be just the average case. If a painter were commissionie(l
to make a portrait of the average man lhe would have to painlt a
creature without expression or character of any sort, whlich is
impossible. For at bottom, individual and average are eternally
opposed.

In medicine the therapeutic problem is alwavs concerned
with the individual creature. Hence in the practice of medicine
there must always be a relative adjustment of two fundamentally
irreconcilable factors, the diaginostic abstraction that is based oIn
the principle of the nori, anid the iindividual case that is rooted
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in the principle of individuality. The humanity and modesty of
the practitioner come very largelv from the fact that he
has continually to submit his attitude to this inevitable adjust-
ment. The more we approach the psychological attitude to
disease the more we realize the relative impotence of our
diagnostic classification to assist us in the problem of individual
therapy. We can say that the study of psvchopa.thologv is a
research into the inappropriate ways of human behaviour. But
if we have to deal with a case of hysteria and we demonstrate
with painstaking detail the various wavs in which the patient is
departing from the appropriate manner of ' normal ' life,
although we may succeed in drawing a picture of tragic
ineptitude, we shall not improve ouir case.

We have to face the truth, then, that the rational process of
the mind, which enables us to tell what is wrong with the case
in relation to our abstract norm, is uniable to provide us with that
special insight by which we can see what is essentially right in
the particular individual attem.pt. Naturally, if our therapeutic
attitude is oriented solelv to the norm., every individual
departure from the norm. m.ust be regarded as a mistake. But
the alternative point of view is not onlv feasible, but a
therapeutic necessitv. The operatioin of evolution is a process
of ceaseless individual experimentation. Although we see the
effects of evoluition in the differentiation of broad tvpes
and species, evoliition as a working principle is found only in
the single creature. Admittedly. the greater number of
Nature's tentative individual experiments do not come off, or
at best are only relatively successful: but none the less. individual
lepartures from type, especially in the realm of psychopathology,
can be regfarded as experiments of nature that have at least some
inidividual justification.

The constructive attitude that attempts to see the rightness,
or at least the justification. of the individual denarture is
fundamentally based on. feelirng, and, because feeling is an
atypical individual factor which has no relation to the
intellectual concept of disease, it is unfortunately excluded from
tle Drovince of science. Buit it surely belongs to the practice or
imedicine as an art, and therefore needs to be given its due
value in our apwreciation of therapeutic principles. When, for
instance, we try to find a fair psvehological orientation to the
thorny problem of homosexuality, we cannot afford to exclude
tlhe judgement of feeling and merely to classify cases according
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to the degree of departure from the heterosexual norm. For,
were we to adlhere to the latter cri.terion, we should have to
regard the passive or negative homose.xual (for whom the sex,
age, character, or even cleanliness of the erotic object has
practically no significance) as miiore normal, and hence more
valuable, than the positive homosexual whose valuation of the
object is often highly differentiated and significant. The
negative homosexual tvpe in spite of his complete indifference
and irresponsibility with regard to the object must, on account
of his bisexuial catholicity, be judged as a more normal being
than the positive homiiosexual who frequeintlv achieves a
psychological differentiation of high distinction, albeit quite
incapable of normal heterosexual requirements.

In practical psychotherapy we are daily encountering cases
of this kind where individual feeling runs directly counter to
the general, as well as the medical, concept of normality, and
it is precisely on these grounds that psvehiatric classifications
that are based rather upon types of behaviour than upon psvehic
motivation are felt to be so unsatisfactory.

The main difficulty in making a valid system of classification
based upon m.otives comes from the fact that we apprehend
motives largely by mneans of feeling and intuition, and knowledge
gained in this way is exceedingly difficult to communicate. At
present we can do li.ttle more than state the problem in the hope
that a more comprehensive insight into the deeper emotional
ca.uses of pathological mental conditions will in the future h.elEp
us to reconcile the subtler judgements of feeling with the
requirements of general clinical classification.
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